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David Knight and the British Academy of Hypnosis
The World centre for hypnosis and personal development

This British Hypnosis training school offers training and support to those wishing
to build a hobby or career in the world of hypnosis and hypnotherapy.
The world of hypnosis is expanding rapidly with more and more people turning to
professional Hypnotherapists for help. To help us expand our business to cope
with this demand we have very competitively priced, exclusive training courses.
This gives you the opportunity to take the professional training you deserve at a
price you can afford.
Training Success
We have been training Hypnotists since 1993 with a first class reputation of
excellence around the world. Our unique training systems are simple to follow,
easy to understand and our support is second to none.
The Hypnosis Circle
On successful completion of our training courses you will be offered the
opportunity to become part of the worldwide Hypnosis Circle support program
giving you on going, training, knowledge and support for you and your hypnosis
hobby or career.
The online training course was presented in a clear easy to
understand way. Lots of fun and even more laughter. Absolutely
brilliant! I feel confident to take this into my work plans for my
change of career! Thanks David. Judith Bird – South Wales.
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Our Online Hypnosis Training Courses
1. Hypnotherapy Foundation Training
This course is designed as the starting point in our training program.
On successful completion of the course you can enjoy a wonderful and rewarding
career helping others to achieve their goals. The British Academy of Hypnosis
Hypnotherapy Training Programme is without question, one of the most
successful training courses in the world. Discover the magical POWERMIND
System.
(Optional 2 days hands on training here in the UK.)

2. Quantum Pain Therapy

Can you imagine a world without pain? Take your hypnotherapy business to the
next level and specialise in Quantum Pain Therapy. Open new doors to your
business and change the future with the power to remove pain fast and
effectively.
(Optional 1 day hands on training here in the UK.)

3. Gastric Band Weight Loss Hypnosis Training

Across the globe obesity is at epidemic proportions. Dieting is 80% nutrition –
20% exercise and 100% mind set. Only when your mind set is in place can you
ever lose weight. The British Academy of Hypnosis offers training in the incredible
Gastric Band program. A must for any hypnotherapy business.
(Optional 1 day hands on training here in the UK.)

4. Advanced Hypnosis Training
If you have the basics of Hypnotherapy it’s time to take your skills onto the next
level. Increase your hypnosis skills, become a master of the subconscious and
grow your business into a successful full time money making machine.
(Optional 2 days hands on training here in the UK.)

5. Rapid Induction Hypnosis Training

The Rapid Induction Training Program is perhaps the most powerful hypnotic
induction programme available today. Fast, rapid and instant inductions for
Hypnotherapists. Advanced Hypnotherapy techniques meets Stage Hypnosis.
Learn the worlds fastest induction!
(Compulsory 2 days hands on training here in the UK.)

6. Stage Hypnosis Training
Stage Hypnosis is a wonderful way of promoting the powers of the subconscious
mind. This course is the only course in the UK that gives away all the secrets held
by the practitioners of this amazing art form. Train with David Knight the Worlds
Fastest Stage Hypnotist.
(Optional 2 days hands on training here in the UK.)
(Limited positions available.)
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Online Hypnosis Training Program
The Course Download
All British Academy of Hypnosis training courses can be downloaded instantly so
you can begin your training in just a few minutes from now.
You download all the files onto your computer so you have them all easy to
access at anytime.
The moment you download any training course you will receive full training
support from Master Hypnotist David Knight.

Easy Course Modular System
Each Hypnosis training course is split into easy to understand modules helping
you through the course quickly and easily.

Video Conference Support System
Each Hypnosis training module is supported by our unique online conferencing
system. First class support anywhere in the world. As long as you have an
Internet connection you can connect free and receive personal training with David
Knight Master Hypnotist.

Life Time Business Support
Once you have completed your hypnosis training and received your diploma
certificate you have the option to join the exclusive Hypnosis Circle and receive
on going lifetime business support from David Knight and The British Academy of
Hypnosis.
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Hypnotherapy – Diploma Training Course

The course is designed to take someone with no knowledge of Hypnosis through
to being competent and confident to begin a business in hypnotherapy and
treating clients sessions to help with, stopping smoking, weight loss, confidence
building, stress, biting nails, addictions, fears and phobias and so much more.
The course covers; Understanding hypnosis, a history of hypnosis, origins and
concepts, phenomena produced in trance, levels of trance, understanding trance,
misconceptions, alpha state, self hypnosis, what is hypnotherapy, pre-induction
interview, establishing rapport, establishing client's goals, suggestibility tests,
stress profile, working with children, client records, ethical practice, rules of the
mind, rules of suggestion, suitability of clients, workings of the mind,
subconscious mind, client suitability, suggestibility scripts, some useful
definitions, running a practice, insurance requirements, business charges, assets
and liabilities, the Internet, hypnosis and its effects, stress and its causes, stress
profile test, clean language, reframing, anchoring, dangers and limits, abreaction,
client assessment, effective advertising and successful business marketing.
On successful completion of the course the delegates can look forwards to
receiving a diploma certificate in hypnotherapy.
Download price £396 or 4 downloads of just £99
(2 Days of optional hands on training just £196)
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Quantum Pain Therapy – Diploma Training Course

This amazing pain relief training programme is ideal for those who wish to help
others receive help from all forms of chronic pain. The course teaches how pain is
created and how it can be controlled naturally by the mind.
The training course is ideal for those who have an understanding of hypnosis and
would like to specialise in pain relief. Hypnosis has a first class record of success
in pain relief, recognised by the British Medical Council. Hypnotic pain relief is
rated stronger than morphine in its ability to relieve pain.
Quantum Pain Therapy is a hypnotic technique that uses a unique method of
pain relief known as Quantum Mind Code technology. This new technology has
the ability to terminate pain in a matter of seconds and go on to give relief from
pain for years. It produces natural anaesthetic which will allow patients to
undergo major, complex and painful surgery which would normally require high
levels of anaesthetic.
Upon successful completion of the home study program delegates will receive a
diploma certificate in Quantum Pain Therapy.
Full download program and with online training and support at £396
(1 Evening of optional hands on training just £196.)
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3. The Hypnosis Gastric Band – Diploma Training Course

Powerful Hypnosis Weight Loss
As a Hypnotherapist it is essential for you to succeed in the weight loss arena, as
today it is the bread and butter of the Hypnotherapy business. Here at the British
Academy of Hypnosis we have created an incredible support program to
successfully help people lose weight and increase health.
Real gastric band surgery can be very expensive and certainly not without its
dangers. Unfortunately for those who decide to undergo this intrusive weight loss
surgery success is not always guaranteed as it doesn’t fix the mind set.
Once your mind is in the right place you can achieve anything. The Gastric Mind
Band Program consists of a 6 session weight loss program with extensive support
and body monitoring.
Once you have fitted the Gastric Mind Band it is essential to offer nutritional
support and guidance to your subjects. The course has it all mapped out for you.
Not just fast and easy weight loss but a complete weight loss system where you
will monitor your subjects success through the weight loss program. Ensuring
they lose weight, body fat and visceral fat, whilst maintaining bone mass, muscle
mass and hydration.
Full download program and online support at £396
(1 Evening of optional hands on training just £196)
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Advanced Hypnosis – Diploma Training Course

Never stop learning. Don’t lose thousands of pounds learning the expensive way
from your mistakes when there is no need to recreate the wheel. Learn from a
Master of Hypnosis with over 30 years of professional experience.
A totally unique and powerful learning system giving you an understanding of
Learned behaviour, Language patterns, Self hypnosis, Achieving goals, Stress and
Anxiety, Writing your own scripts, Ideo-Motor, Understanding Stage Hypnosis
and Hypnotherapy, Past Life Regression, Future Progression, Forensic Hypnosis,
Advanced Placebo, Advanced Anchoring, Hypno-Analysis, Mastering Brainwaves
and Building a Successful Advanced Practise.
Hypnotherapists know that relaxation will open the subconscious mind,
Advanced Hypnotherapists know there are many more powerful ways!
Suitable for Hypnotherapists who are looking to build their advanced hypnosis
power and skills. This has to be one of the most powerful advanced hypnosis
training courses in the world. Learn quickly, easily and affordably through our
online training program.
Course price £992 - 4 Easy Payments of £248
The optional 2 Day Advanced Hypnosis Training Course takes place just twice a
year and is very limited in available positions.
(Optional Hand on Training £248)
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Power Hypnosis – Rapid Induction Training

Are you ready to discover the secrets of the Street Hypnotist?
Just imagine if you had the hypnotic power to confidently hypnotise anyone in
any situation.
Imagine the power, the credibility and confidence that this course would give you
and your hypnosis business.
Now you can safely learn the true secrets to rapid inductions with David Knight
the Worlds Fastest Stage Hypnotist. (May 1993 to Present.)
The Street Hypnotist Rapid Induction program can be downloaded instantly right
now and comes with a series of training modules and is then followed by 2 days
of intense hands on training.
If you want strong powerful and fast hypnosis inductions you should learn from
the Master. David Knight – The Worlds Fastest Hypnotist.
Course price of £1,584 includes 2 days of hands on training
4 Easy Payments of £396
The 2 Day Rapid Induction Hypnosis Training Course takes place just twice a
year and is very limited in available positions.
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Stage Hypnosis – Diploma Training Course

This is serious fun at its best! Can you imagine that the power of the mind can
make people think that they are a chicken or even forget their name?
This course is perhaps not for everyone but it shows that the power of the mind is
simply amazing!
This is perhaps the number one stage hypnosis training program available
anywhere in the world today!
This stage hypnosis training program is taught by Master Hypnotist David
Knight. David Knight has over 30 years experience as a Stage Hypnotist
performing over 6,000 professional stage shows, in over 50 countries around the
world from New York to Hong Kong and from Greenland to Australia, hypnotising
over 60,000 volunteers.
As well as a 199-page stage hypnosis training manual you will also receive 4
hypnosis audio downloads, 4 stage hypnosis videos and an optional 2 days of
personal hands on training with David Knight. This is a mentorship that
GUARANTEES success.
Mentor ship price £1,960 - Available in 4 Easier Payments of £490
(Optional 2 days of Hands on Training £490)
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The British Academy of Hypnosis Support and Guarantees
The Training Courses
All the British Academy of Hypnosis courses have been written and produced by
David Knight Master Hypnotist.
David will be the trainer on all of the hands on training days.

The Support Program
Conference Video calls and email will help guide you through the courses quickly
and easily guaranteeing your success.

Insurance Services
Our courses are recognised by Insurance Companies and we can point you in the
right direction for insurance on successful completion of any course. Insurance is
available from as little as £49.

The Hypnosis Circle
Once you have completed your course our support doesn’t stop. For an annual
fee from as little as £96 you can become a member of the Exclusive Hypnosis
Circle.
The Hypnosis Circle offers a membership certificate, many download support
tools, over 100 hypnosis scripts and full business support.

Hypnosis Training Dates
Hands on training dates giving you real personal support.
Future training days can be seen online at: www.Hypnotist.Training
Courses available to download now at: www.BritishHypnosis.com

www.HypnosisCircle.com
Call Us Today – Let’s Chat
UK Office Telephone: 01609 778889
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